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Abstract—Transient surge absorption capability of su-
percapacitors is practically implemented in a commercial
surge protector known as supercapacitor assisted surge
absorber (SCASA). It is a low component count high per-
formance circuit design which utilizes a coupled inductor
topology wound to a powdered-iron magnetic core. This
paper investigates non-ideal characteristics of the SCASA
transformer designed using various air-gapped ferrites
such as manually gapped toroids and mass-produced com-
mercially available EER cores. Emphasis is given to exam-
ine surge energy losses associated with leakage magnetic
field and fringing flux of gapped transformer prototypes.
In predicting effects of an air gap in ferrite materials, an
analytical approach based on effective-permeance is used
with validations based on SCASA inductance properties.
Experimental work presented in this paper are carried out
using a Noiseken lightning surge simulator adhering to IEC
60038 and IEEE C62.41 standards. In addition, SCASA pro-
totypes were subjected to surge immunity tests specified
by UL-1449 Underwriters’ laboratory procedures, where a
10% reduction of load-voltage was recorded outperforming
the present design.

Index Terms—Magnetic leakage, Fringing flux, Effective-
permeance, Surge Protection, SCASA, Supercapacitors

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern semiconductor based electronic systems are vulner-
able to various power quality issues such as AC mains fluc-
tuations, transients, harmonics and noise; hence, the need for
processing and conditioning of electrical power has emerged
as an essential requirement [1]. Out of these power problems,
transients caused by lightning or heavy inductive loads could
reach peak amplitudes of several thousands of volts (> 900 V),
creating the greatest voltage stress to sensitive load equipment
causing circuit failures [2]. A well designed surge protector
device (SPD) can prevent detrimental effects of a transient
by absorbing and dissipating its energy to safeguard a load,
while continually facilitating the mains electricity [3]. This
paper presents design aspects of magnetic components of a
patented SPD known as SCASA technique using different
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air-gapped ferrite cores. Compared to the existing SCASA
topology that shows satisfactory performance, this research
elucidates optimization strategies to reduce load voltage by
10% based on high-performance prototypes developed us-
ing air-gapped ferrite toroids and gapped EER cores. While
providing superior protection to the critical load, the new
prototypes described in this paper improves surge endurance of
the present design with a 40% reduction of the manufacturing
cost. Next, fundamental principles of surge protection and
details of SCASA magnetic core will be discussed.

A. Fundamentals of Surge Protection
Based on the voltage division principle [4], a SPD protects

the critical load by incorporating two fundamental compo-

Fig. 1. Principles of differential-mode protection and SCASA design:
(a) use of shunt and series surge-blocking elements; (b) SCASA circuit
topology; (c) equivalent circuit of SCASA coupled-inductor core (d)
commercial implementation of SCASA
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nent types. Zblock type components such as inductors which
generate large impedances (ωL) at high-frequency transients
can attenuate and block the propagation of transient energy
towards sensitive load as shown by Fig. 1(a). Comparably,
Zshunt components such as capacitors, metal oxide varistors
(MOVs) and bidirectional break-over diodes (BBDs) show a
reduced impedance (1/ωC or reduced non-linear resistance for
MOVs/BBDs) under high frequencies diverting the transient
away from the load [2,5]. In both cases, the path impedance
Zs (due to loop resistances and stay-line inductances) provides
an extra series protection against the surge. In developing
SCASA, both Zblock and Zshunt protection elements are being
adopted as described below.

B. Overview of SCASA Technique
SCASA technique was originally developed by the power

electronics research group at the University of Waikato based
on the surge withstanding capability of supercapacitors (SCs)
[6]. The unique SCASA topology illustrated by Fig. 1(b)
allows a SC to be placed inside a surge protector without
exposing it to 230 V, thus the SC can safely operate without
exceeding its low DC rating of 2.7–3 V [7]. Moreover, with
the low component count, a commercial product based on
SCASA design (”Smart TViQ”) has been implemented by
Thor Technologies, Australia [8].

1) Design Configuration of SCASA Magnetic Core: In
designing SCASA, a coupled-inductor topology (as Zblock)
is adopted by utilizing a powdered-iron core (Kool µu
0077071A7- Magnetics Inc.) which has a relative permeability
µr = 60 [9]. As per Fig. 1(b), the two coupled windings
are configured in such way that the less inductive (3.4 µH)
primary coil with 6 turns (N1) provides a lower impedance
path for surge propagation than the more inductive (57 µH)
secondary with 28 turns (N2). Thus, it was validated that
∼90% of transient current passes through primary coil firing
Var1, whereas the opposing voltage barrier vs induced in
secondary prevents transient currents flowing into the load-
side. Though a turns ratio of 4.67 is predicted according
to the coupled configuration, it was experimentally found
that the inverse current-ratio does not match with the turns-
ratio due to non-ideal behaviour of the SCASA transformer.
Combined magnetic action of the two coupled coils minimizes
the transient stress on the load by storing surge energy within
the SCASA toroid. Furthermore, two MOVs (Var1 and Var2)
which act as Zshunt protection elements dissipate most of tran-
sient energy as heat. More details about SCASA configuration
can be found in [10, 17].

2) Magnetics of SCASA Coupled Inductor: In separate
research [11, 21], a permeance based theoretical model was
developed to predict non-ideal characteristics of the SCASA
magnetic core. The primary and secondary coupled-inductor
windings of SCASA transformer possess magnetizing induc-
tances (L1,L2) and leakage inductances (l1,l2) as described
by Fig. 1(c). As per the definitions of magnetizing permeance
(Λm) and leakage permeance (Λσ) [12], self-inductances of
both primary (Lp) and secondary (Ls) windings can be ex-
pressed as:

Lp = ΛmN1
2 + ΛσN1

2 (1)

Ls = ΛmN2
2 + ΛσN2

2 (2)

In theorizing both Lp and Ls, the permeance values Λm

and Λσ can be extracted from the manufacturer specifica-
tions (Magnetics Inc.) of the particular Kool µu 0077071A7
toroid. Since this paper aims at investigating the optimization
of present SCASA design based on air-gapped ferrites, the
importance of gapping a magnetic core will be discussed in
the next Section.

II. THEORETICAL MODELS FOR AN AIR-GAPPED TOROID

In this section, use of air-gapped ferrite toroids for the
present SCASA design is investigated, and methods to enhance
the energy storage capacity of the coupled-inductor are ex-
plored in order to optimize circuit performance. Starting from
the permeance based analytical approach described above,
theoretical models for effective-permeability and effective-
permeance of an air-gapped toroid are developed in this
Section.

A. Importance of an Air-gap in Ferrite-iron

A high permeability material such as ferrite-iron is one that
has a low reluctance for a given magnetic path length (MPL)
and core cross-section [13]. Specially soft ferrites (W and H
ferrites) have relative permeabilities in the range 5000-15,000
[16]; thus, they can be magnetized and demagnetized easily,
and their hysteresis core losses are small [12]. Moreover,
ferrite materials are resistant to sustain magnetism; thus, have a
very low magnetic energy storage capability due to their low
core reluctance [12,13]. However, when a reluctive medium
like air is introduced into a ferrite core, it will elevate the
magnetic hardness of the core leading to a greater energy
storage [14,15].

Moreover, when an air-gap is inserted to the magnetic path,
the resulting media will have a sheared B-H loop leading to a
significant reduction in core’s permeability (Fig. 2) [13]. Under
such conditions, an effective-permeability is defined for the
toroid which in-cooperates two media (ferrite and air) present
in the magnetic path [15]. Noticeably, the magnetizing force H
required to reach saturation flux density (Bsat) is much larger
for an air-gapped core that would otherwise reach saturation
at a low level under ungapped conditions (Fig. 2). Therefore,
another essential attribute of the air gap in surge applications
is to reduce possibilities of core saturation.

B. Effective-Permeability of an Air-gapped Toroid

The alteration effect of core reluctance due to an air gap is
described in [15]; based on the combined effect of ferrite and
air in the magnetic path, the effective-permeability µl

′ of an
air-gapped toroid can be derived as,

µl
′ = lc

[
µr

µrlg + lc

]
(3)
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Fig. 2. The shearing of an idealized B-H loop due to an air gap:
comparison between ungapped and air-gapped toroidal cores [13]

where lc is circular length of the core, lg is air-gap length, µr

is the relative permeability of an ungapped core.
This result confirms the reduction of permeability in the

presence of a reluctive medium such as air. When:

lg = 0 → µl
′ = µr

lg > 0 → µl
′ < µr

For a single air-gapped toroid (Fig. 3) with a gap length
lg = 2 mm, lc = 100 mm and µr = 10, 000, using (3):

µl
′ = 100 mm

[
10, 000

10, 000× 2 mm + 100 mm

]

µl
′ ≈ 50

This calculation justifies that insertion of an air gap to the
ferrite provides a significant reduction in relative permeability
(10,000 → 50). Next, a formula for the effective-permeance
of a gapped core is derived.

Fig. 3. Geometrical configurations of ungapped and single-gapped
ferrite toroids

C. Effective-Permeance of an Air-gapped Toroid
The reduction of core permeability increases the reluctance

of equivalent magnetic circuit leading to a reduction in core
permeance. Specially, due to the presence of two materials
(ferrite metal and air) inside the toroid, a new relationship for
the core’s effective-permeance can be derived starting from the
definition described in Section I-B2. As per (4), magnetizing
permeance Λm of an ungapped ferrite core:

Λm =
µrµoAc

lc
(4)

Since µr of an ungapped core changes to effective perme-
ability µl

′ in an air-gapped toroid, (3) and (4) can be combined
to introduce an effective permeance Λ′

m for the core:

Λ′
m =

lc

[
µr

µrlg+lc

]
µoAc

lc
(5)

(5) simplifies into:

Λ′
m =

µrµoAc

[µrlg + lc]
=

µoAc

[lg + lc/µr]
(6)

As µr for a pure ferrite is significantly larger (µr >> 1,
µr ∼ 10, 000), it is clear that even the effective permeance
(Λ′

m) for an air-gapped toroid is substantially smaller than the
magnetizing permeance (Λm) of an ungapped toroid. Dividing
(6) by (4) yields:

Λ′
m

Λm
=

1[
1 +

µrlg
lc

] (7)

For a single-gapped ferrite core as shown in Fig. 3, when
lg = 2 mm, lc = 100 mm and µr = 10, 000:

Λ′
m ≈ 0.005 Λm (8)

Λm >> Λ′
m

This result further confirms the reduction of magnetiz-
ing permeance in the presence of an air-gap. According
to the manufacturer specifications [16] of W-ferrite toroid
(ZW43615TC) Λm = 13,400 nH/turn2; thus, Λ′

m for the
single-gapped core can be calculated as:

Λ′
m = 0.005× 13, 400 nH/turn2 ≈ 67 nH/turn2

This effective-permeance of the gapped toroid matches well
with the existing Kool µu (0077071A7) powdered-iron core of
present SCASA design that has a permeance of 61 nH/turn2.

D. Magnetic Energy Storage
As described previously, the main purpose of inserting an

air-gap into the ferrite core is to enhance its energy storage
capacity. Using Ampere’s law, energy E◦ stored in the air gap
can be derived as below; details about this derivation is given
in [17].

E◦ =
1

2

B2vg
µ◦

(9)
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Here, B⃗ is the magnetic flux density through the core
and vg is the volume of air-body as indicated by Fig. 3.
This air volume can be easily found using Aclg . To compare
the energy storage capability of ungapped and single-gapped
ferrite toroids, a proportional relationship based on (9) is
considered.

As surge related magnetic flux due to transient currents
flows uniformly through the core and air-gap, energy Ec stored
in the pure ferrite can be expressed as proportional to,

Ec ∝
Aclc
µ◦µr

Similarly, energy stored in the air-column of single-gapped
core is proportional to,

E◦ ∝ Aclg
µ◦

Based on above relationships, E◦/Ec can be found as:

E◦

Ec
=

µrlg
lc

For a single-gapped toroid with a gap length lg = 2 mm,
lc = 100 mm and when µr = 10, 000 for the pure ferrite core,
using above relationship:

E◦

Ec
=

10, 000× 2 mm
100 mm

E◦ = 200× Ec

Notably, this proves that the magnetic energy stored in
the air-gap itself is 200 times greater than the energy stored
in entire core body of the ungapped toroid [17]. Next, the
usability of mass produced commercial gapped ferrites will
be investigated in designing SCASA prototypes.

Fig. 4. Various ferrite core shapes from 2020 Magnetics Inc. ferrite-core
catalogue [16]

III. SCASA DESIGN USING COMMERCIAL GAPPED
FERRITES

A. Selection of Core Geometry and Material
In Section II, the importance of air-gapped ferrites in

optimizing the performance of SCASA was explained. But,
the gapping approach used by externally cutting the toroid
was a difficult task. Specially due to the brittleness of ferrite
like material, there is a high possibility of fracture within
the toroid during cutting process. Moreover, the feasibility of
mass production using this gapping method is highly limited.
Therefore, an initial investigation was carried out in selecting
the best commercially available gapped-ferrites suitable for
SCASA surge protector design. Fig. 4 illustrates various ferrite
core geometries manufactured by Magnetics Inc., USA.

According to the manufacturer specifications, any geometri-
cal configuration shown in Fig. 4 can be incorporated with an
air-gap provided that the gap-code or the effective-permeance
Λ′
m (also known as inductance factor AL for a gapped

core) is accurately specified. Given the suitability for SCASA
topology and the overall cost in gapping (varies depending on
the shape), EER type gapped core is selected for prototype
construction. Consistent with the Λm of original Kool µu
powdered-iron toroid described in Section II-C, Λ′

m of this
commercially available gapped EER core was determined as
∼ 125 nH/turn2. Notably, this standard off-the-shelf EER core
indicated a significant cost reduction compared to the original
Kool µu powdered-iron toroid. More details about the cost
comparison is presented at the end of this Section VI.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF UNGAPPED FERRITE

MATERIALS MANUFACTURED BY MAGNETICS INC., USA [16]

Another useful consideration that is relevant to the core
selection is the material composition. Since ferrite based mate-
rials used in core manufacturing has a wide range including W,
J, T, F, P and R ferrites, a detailed comparison about magnetic
properties of each type was carried out. Table I presents a
summary of essential magnetic parameters of different ferrite
materials.

The above information presented in Table I is applica-
ble to all pure ferrite materials without air-gaps. When a
selected core geometry is manufactured incorporating gaps,
these magnetic properties are altered accordingly. The material
choice for SCASA was R-ferrite due to its relatively lower
initial permeability (µr = 2, 300) compared to extremely high
permeability of W-ferrite (µr = 10, 000). Hence, the air-
gap to be inserted was not as wider as what was required
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for W-ferrite toroid discussed in Section II. The effective-
permeability required for SPD application can be achieved
conveniently using R-ferrite with a thin-gap leading to a
reduced manufacturing cost. Also, due to the high availability
and greater saturation flux density of R-ferrite compared to W,
J and L ferrites, R material selection (Table I) can be further
justified. Materials like T-ferrites, though comparatively better
in saturation level, are rare and expensive. Considering afore-
mentioned factors, SCASA prototypes are constructed using
a R-ferrite based gapped EER core (R43521A125). The gap
code for the selection was A-125 meaning that the effective-
permeance Λ′

m = 125 nH/turn2 which is comparable to the
original Kool µu powdered-iron core. Fig. 5 illustrates the
R43521A125 core before and after the winding. More details
about the effective-permeance and effective-permeability of
gapped EER core are presented next.

Fig. 5. R43521A125 air-gapped EER core: (a) unwound core; (b)
wound core installed in SCASA surge protector

B. Effective-permeability and Effective-Permeance of air-
gapped EER core

Based on the gap code (A-125) of selected R43521A125
EER core [18], the effective-permeance Λ′

m is determined
as 125 nH/turn2. Compared to the permeance Λm of the
original ungapped EER core, to examine the reduction of Λ′

m

in the presence of an air-gap, a proportional relationship is
considered as described below. Given µr = 2, 300 for a R-
ferrite material, the Λm of original EER core was found as
2725 nH/turn2 [18]. This is significant drop of Λm → Λ′

m is
quantified by the following calculations.

Permeance of the original ungapped EER core:

Λm = 2725 nH/turn2

Effective permeance of the air-gapped EER core:

Λ′
m = 125 nH/turn2

Thus, the ratio Λm:Λ′
m can be approximated as:

Λm

Λ′
m

=
2725 nH/turn2

125 nH/turn2
≈ 22 (10)

Λ′
m = 0.046× Λm

Eq. (10) proves the reduction of permeance into effective-
permeance in the presence of an air-gap in EER core as shown
by Fig. 5. Another useful result obtained from (10) is the
prediction of effective permeability µ′

r of gapped EER core.
As per the definition of magnetizing permeance described in
(4), for a given core geometry, Λm is proportional to µr/lc:

Λm ∝ µr

lc
(11)

By analogy, for the air-gapped EER core:

Λ′
m ∝ µ′

r

lc + lg
(12)

Dividing (11) by (12), and by using (10) mentioned above:

Λm

Λ′
m

=
µr × [ lc + lg ]

µ′
r × lc

=
2725 nH/turn2

125 nH/turn2 (13)

Since air-gap length lg is much smaller compared to
path length lc of the core (lg << lc), by approximating
lc + lg ≈ lc, (13) simplifies into:

Λm

Λ′
m

=
µr

µ′
r

= 22 (14)

By rearranging (14), effective relative permeability µ′
r of

the gapped EER core shown in 5 can be obtained as:

µ′
r =

µr

22
=

2, 300

22
≈ 105 (15)

The mathematical relationship obtained above clearly indi-
cates the significance of air-gap inside EER core which results
in a substantial drop in magnetic permeability. Compared to
pure R-ferrite material (µr = 2, 300) described in Table I, this
commercially available air-gapped EER core (R43521A125)
yielded an effective-permeability µ′

r = 105. Notably, µ′
r lies

in a comparable range with Kool µu powdered-iron core
(0077071A7) which had µr = 60. A comparison of relative
permeability and permeance of the two core types is presented
in Table II.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF RELATIVE PERMEABILITY AND PERMEANCE

COEFFICIENTS OF KOOL µU POWDERED-IRON CORE (0077071A7),
GAPPED AND UNGAPPED EER CORE (R43521A125/R43521) TYPES

[17]
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IV. ENERGY LOSSES ASSOCIATED WITH GAPPED
SCASA TRANSFORMER

SCASA coupled inductor shows transformer action only
during transient propagation due its micro-henry order induc-
tive coils [17]. Under 230 V/50 Hz AC operation, the two
coils do not induce sufficient voltages to impede RMS current
flow to the load. Therefore, in transient mode, when surge
induced magnetic flux circulates through the SCASA core,
coupled inductor stores a significant share of an incoming
surge. The key motivation of using air-gapped ferrites is to
increase the leakage of surge-induced flux and to intensify
fringing flux eddy losses around the air gap. These core losses
and elevated leakage levels are useful in optimizing SCASA
surge suppression. In this Section, leakage and fringing effects
of a gapped toroid and EER core will be investigated.

Fig. 6. Leakage and fringing flux associated with an air-gapped toroid:
(a) flux lines distribution; (b) thermal image of a toroidal inductor [19]

A. Leakage Flux
Leakage flux is part of magnetic flux which does not follow

the particularly intended path in a magnetic circuit, thus it
is not used for magnetization of the core [20]. As shown
in Fig. 6, leakage flux field in a toroid can appear across
the core diameter as well as outside. Moreover, in cases
where magnetic reluctance dominates, part of the flux that
gets stored inside the reluctive components such as air-gaps
also corresponds to leakage. From the initial investigation of
leakage inductance measurements of gapped cores as per Table
III, it was hard to obtain a clear pattern to explain the changes

of leakage flux in gapped core SCASA prototypes. Therefore,
a percentage analysis based on the leakage percentages of
primary and secondary windings wound to gapped-toroids was
carried. Eq. 16 indicates how leakage percentages for both
SCASA windings were evaluated.

Leakage percentage =
Leakage inductance

Self inductance
× 100% (16)

Table III reveals consistent leakage percentages for the
primary and secondary windings. In both cases, similarities
are seen. According to Table III, it is clear that the ungapped
toroid has almost zero leakage percentage, supporting a strong
magnetic coupling between the two coils. Despite that, as pure
ferrite core shows poor energy storage capability, primary and
secondary coils fail to store much of the surge energy passing
to the load. With the insertion of air-gaps, leakage flux levels
are elevated, and this is validated by the test measurements
of both primary and secondary windings showing significant
leakage inductances. Accordingly, the double-gapped core was
the most dominant with about 65–70% leakage percentages in
both coils compared to 30–35% shown by the single-gapped
core. As validated by LCR meter measurements illustrated
by Fig. 8, these leakage trends remained steady for a 3–15
kHz frequency range. More information about leakage levels
of powdered-iron toroid and air-gapped EER core is given in
Table IV.

Fig. 7. Fringing flux associated with an air-gapped E-shaped ferrite: (a)
excessive eddy current formation [13]; (b) fringing effect of EER gapped
core (R43521A125); (c) thermal image of centre gapped ferrite [19]

B. Fringing Flux

The magnetizing flux when passes through the the air gap
of a core, tends to bulge outward at as shown in Figs. 6 and
7. Due to this bulging effect, the effective cross-section of the
air gap increases, and the flux density of the air gap decreases.
This phenomenon is known as Fringing, and it is proportional
to the length of the air gap. Thus, a significant fringing loss
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is created with relatively larger air-gaps as depicted by Fig.
7(b).

Notably, the fringing flux lines when intersects the copper
windings, can create excessive eddy current losses in the
core windings as illustrated by Fig. 7(a). Though eddy-current
losses of SCASA core due to fringing flux were not evaluated
in this research, Figs. 6(b) and 7(c) found in [19] demonstrate
how significant the corresponding heat dissipation can be for
gapped core transformers. Following calculation approximates
the energy loss due to fringing effect of EER gapped core:

According to [13], energy EF stored in the fringing volume
(extra volume due to bulging of field lines) around an air gap
is given by;

EF = E◦(F − 1) (17)

where E◦ is the energy stored purely in the air as per (9),
and F is the fringing factor. For EER core F was calculated
as 1.78. Substituting into (9) and (17), Vg = 200 mm3 is the
volume of air gap, and Bmax=12.5 T is the peak magnetic
flux density across the core under a 3 kA transient;

E◦ = 12.4 J → Thus, EF = 9.7 J

In this sense, it is possible to consider that extra energy
(9.7 J) stored in the fringing volume is getting dissipated
as eddy-current losses in the copper windings. A detailed

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF MUTUAL, LEAKAGE AND SELF INDUCTANCES OF

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY WINDINGS OF AIR-GAPPED CORES USED IN
SCASA PROTOTYPE DESIGN

discussion about fringing field losses is beyond the scope of
this paper.

According to the above discussion regarding leakage and
fringing effects, it is evident that air-gapped transformers do
possess significant energy losses. Thus, both leakage and fring-
ing fields are positive aspects in surge protection circuits. The
key idea is to leak and dissipate the surge-related magnetic flux
during immediate propagation of a transient. To justify this
discussion, inductance properties of SCASA coupled inductors
designed using various gapped core configurations will be
presented in the next Section.

V. MEASUREMENT OF SELF- AND LEAKAGE
INDUCTANCES OF SCASA TRANSFORMER

Using open- and short-circuit tests [21], self-inductances
Lp, Ls and leakage-inductances l1, l2 of SCASA proto-
type transformers (wound to ungapped, single-gapped, and
double-gapped ferrite cores) were measured and compared
with original Kool µu core. All the toroidal configurations
tested for SCASA designs comprised of a coupled inductor
(primary and secondary) wound at unequal number of turns.
As in the original topology, primary winding has 6 turns,
whereas secondary composed of 28 turns. Inductance mea-
surements of both windings were carried out using a LCR
meter (Fluke PM6304) at 10 kHz as summarized by Table
III. The significance of air-gapping is demonstrated by the

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF MUTUAL, LEAKAGE AND SELF INDUCTANCES OF

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY WINDINGS FOR KOOL µU POWDERED-IRON
TOROID (0077071A7) AND AIR-GAPPED FERRITE EER CORE

(R43521A125) USED IN SCASA PROTOTYPE DESIGN
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Fig. 8. Comparison of leakage percentages (from 3 kHz to 15 kHz) of SCASA coupled windings for the different core types under test: (a) Leakage
percentage analysis of primary winding; (b) Leakage percentage analysis of secondary winding

variation of coupling coefficient k among three toroids as
double-gapped core had the weakest magnetic coupling with
k = 0.58, whereas ungapped core yielded k = 0.99 with
strong magnetic coupling and low leakage effects. This is
further reflected by the notable drop in mutual inductance M
among two gapped configurations compared to the pure ferrite
which had M = 1870 µH. A discussion about the impact
of leakage flux in gapped toroids is given below based on a
leakage percentage analysis of SCASA primary and secondary
(Fig. 8). As explained in Section IV, these lossy characteristics
validated by inductance measurements associated with air-
gapped toroids are useful in SCASA design. Next, self-
and leakage inductance measurements of a SCASA surge
protector prototype constructed using air-gapped ferrite EER
(R43521A125) is presented.

A. Inductance properties of air-gapped EER core

Compared to the original SCASA transformer which uti-
lized Kool µu powdered-iron core, primary coil wound to the
EER core has 5 turns, whereas the secondary composed of
34 turns. Inductance measurements of both coupled-inductor
windings were carried out using a LCR meter (Fluke PM6304)
at 10 kHz. Table IV presents essential inductance measure-
ments taken for air-gapped EER core (R43521A125) with
comparisons to Kool µu powdered-iron core (0077071A7).
More information about the energy storage capability of these
core samples is provided in the following explanation.

According to Table IV, it is identifiable that both primary
and secondary self-inductances (Lp and Ls) are relatively
higher in EER core compared to that of Kool µu powdered-
iron toroid. This is due to the comparatively high magnetizing
permeance (inductance per turns squared) of EER core (Λ′

m =
125 nH/turn2) in contrast to Λm = 61 nH/turn2 of Kool µu
core. Since both coils posses µH level self-inductances, they
do not impede 230 V mains flow under 50 Hz for this new EER
configuration. As primary and secondary turns do not vary
considerably for the two designs, the key concern is the alter-

ation of leakage inductances. The gapped EER based coupled
inductor showed significant increases in leakage components
with l1 = 3.6 µH and l2 = 115.6 µH for the respective coils
compared to l1 = 1.6 µH and l2 = 34.6 µH of powdered-iron
core. As per the percentage analysis of leakage effect described
above (Leakage percentage = Leakage inductance

Self inductance × 100%), 47%
and 46.7% of leakage can be evaluated for primary coil of Kool
µu and EER cores respectively (see Fig. 8(a)). Interestingly,
both core types possessed similar leakage percentages for
the primary. But, the secondary winding yielded different
leakage effects for the two designs with ∼ 60% and ∼ 50%
respectively (see Fig. 8(b)).

The most noticeable comparison in Table IV is the variation
magnetic coupling (k) between the cores. Both powdered-iron
and air-gapped EER cores showed a remarkable similarity in
magnetic coupling with a coupling coefficient k = 0.74 for
the two prototypes. Therefore, it can be predicted that the
minimum leakage flux should be ∼26% of the total flux,
whereas 74% is coupled as useful flux. For a single surge
pulse of 3 kA (8/20 µs current wave, IEEE-C62.41) passing
through SCASA coupled-inductor, it can be calculated that the
maximum flux density B⃗max = 12.5 T [17]. Thus, maximum
flux ϕmax = 1250 µWb (for a cross-section of 100 mm2), and
suitable leakage flux ϕleakage = 325 µWb (at least ∼26%
of the total flux). Based on the above observations, it is
possible to infer that the relatively low-priced commercially
available gapped EER core is ideally suited for SCASA surge
suppression. With the aim of verifying the surge absorption
capability, a SCASA prototype (see Fig. 9(c)) using air-gapped
EER (R43521A125) is constructed; a performance comparison
based on surge immunity tests is presented next.

VI. CIRCUIT OPTIMIZATION USING SCASA
PROTOTYPES

Reducing load-side voltage clamping, and advancing the
surge endurance capacity of SCASA surge protector were
the two main goals of using this new core configuration. In
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Fig. 9. Surge testing of SCASA prototypes: (a) schematic diagram of the measurement system [21]; (b) prototype using air-gapped toroid; (c)
prototype using air-gapped EER core

this section, suitability of EER type magnetic-core is explored
by comparing its performance under transient operation. The
SCASA prototype designed using gapped EER core (Fig. 9(c))
was subjected to standard combinational transients (1.2/50 µs
voltage wave, 8/20 µs current wave as per IEEE-C62.41)
to evaluate the surge endurance. In order to facilitate surge
generation, a lightning surge simulator (LSS) NoisenKen-
6230, high voltage probes (Tektronix P6015A) and an isolated-
channel digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TPS2014) were used as
the main instruments. Fig. 9(a) and 10(a) depict the schematic
view and experimental setup implemented for 6 kV/3 kA
combinational surge-waveform generation. Using UL-1449
3rd edition test procedures [22], oscilloscope waveforms were
recorded for LSS peak settings across Varistor-1 and Varistor-
2 of SCASA prototypes. Table V and Fig. 10 demonstrate
the clamping voltage improvements of varistor-2 with compar-
isons made to original (Kool µu powdered-iron core) SCASA
design.

A. Performance comparison: powdered-iron core vs air-
gapped EER core

According to 10(b) and 10(c), both SCASA prototypes were
subjected to approximately ∼2.8 kA maximum surge current.
Out of the two SCASA varistors shown in 9(a), varistor-2 is
of greater concern for this analysis as it is directly connected
to the load-end. Noticeably, the SCASA prototype designed
using gapped EER core showed an encouraging clamping
voltage of 704 V for varistor-2 which is ∼25 % reduction

compared to the varistor-1. Conversely, the present SCASA
design built using powdered-iron core recorded ∼17 % drop
for the varistor-2 with 776 V clamping. Given the reduced
varistor-2 voltage in EER based prototype, it is possible to
infer that EER design is superior to the present topology
in terms of surge absorption. More importantly, reduction
percentage of varistor-2 clamping can be quantified as ∼10
% (Table V) which is a considerable improvement shown by
the air-gapped prototype relative to present SCASA design.

Another important aspect of gapped EER core is the energy
losses associated with air-gap as described in Section IV:
specially under transient operation when SCASA transformer
becomes active, leakage flux and fringing losses can be signif-
icant. This gap effect drastically increase the total heat losses
around the air gap (as described in Section IV). The fringing
flux in EER core intersects the copper windings, creating
excessive eddy currents in the SCASA coupled-inductor core.
These unrestrained core losses facilitate the dissipation of
surge energy and optimize the load-end voltage characteristics
as indicated by Table V and Fig. 10. Furthermore, gapped
ferrite cores have advantages over powder cores in terms of the
manufacturing cost. With regard to the relatively easy produc-
tion, gapped ferrites cost ∼40 % less compared to the complex
manufacturing (air-bubble distribution) process of powdered-
iron cores. The convenience of air-gap insertion in terms
of trimming make these EER cores commercially affordable
and mass-producible. Considering aforementioned factors, it is
evident that air-gapped ferrite EER core (R43521A125) results
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Fig. 10. Experimental setup and oscilloscope waveforms for different
commercial magnetic cores under a transient of 6 kV/3 kA: (a) experi-
mental setup; (b) oscillogram for Kool µu powdered-iron core used in present
SCASA design; (c) oscillogram for air-gapped EER ferrite core; (d) LTSpice
simulated waveforms for gapped EER core

in a significant performance enhancement for SCASA surge
suppression with a relatively low cost.

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF CLAMPING LEVEL REDUCTION BY DIFFERENT SCASA

PROTOTYPES BASED ON COMMERCIAL MAGNETIC CORES: KOOL µU
POWDERED-IRON CORE (0077071A7) AND AIR-GAPPED FERRITE EER

CORE (R43521A125)

VII. CONCLUSION

This study revealed that both leakage magnetic flux and
fringing flux associated with air-gapped ferrites are useful for
surge protector circuit design. Based on the research carried
out using SCASA circuit prototypes, it was found that mass
produced commercially available air-gapped EER core yields
remarkable performance with ∼10 % lower voltage clamping
and better surge endurance than the Kool µu powdered-iron
toroid. Notably, the two magnetic core designs showed an
optimum magnetic coupling coefficient of k = 0.74. The an-
alytical approach adopted based on permeance theory further
revealed that the ideal effective-permeance range for gapped
transformers is within 67 < Λm < 125 nH/Turn2. This paper
further includes self- and leakage inductance measurements
for various SCASA designs, and confirm the validity of
permeance model predictions using standard IEEE-C62.41
combinational surge waveforms injected to test prototypes.
Experimental work for surge testing was carried out using a
lightning surge simulator coupled with 230 V AC mains. In
future research work, a frequency domain analysis of SCASA
coupled-inductor will be carried out to predict the transient
propagation through core windings.
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